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What Parents Want to Know about Bilingualism

editorial
Having mulled over possible language
strategies for my daughter in the last
issue (BFN 23:3) the rubber has finally
hit the bilingual road. Lilia Maven
Butler Grover was born on September
30th and she is, of course, the most
beautiful, delightful, border-line-genius
being in the whole world. (No editorial
bias here at the BFN!)
While her genius does not, yet, extend
to talking, she is being exposed from an
early age to English (American and
UK), and a good smattering of Finnish.
Relatives have sent CDs and books, and
her Mummi and Taidi are now here for
a month for some extensive grandparent
time.
One thing that never fails to make me
laugh is how universal baby-talk is.
Sure, Finnish baby talk may sound
different to the untrained ear, but when
her maternal grandmother asked me
what Mummi was saying, all I could
respond was "exactly the same
gibberish as you, just in Finnish."
It's funny, having been brought up
bilingually/biculturally, and having
edited so many stories of others'
parenting experiences, to now be
embarking on my own adventure.
Luckily, we'll have the wisdom gleaned
from the anecdotes, stories and articles
that the BFN community shares with
each other to support us on our journey.
So please keep those stories coming.
We're all in this together. (At least, we
are now...)
Sami Grover

François Grosjean
Parents and caretakers with bilingual
children often have concerns about their
children’s language skills. In an effort to
address some of their queries, I asked
Corey Heller* to send me a list of
questions most often asked. Below, I
present eleven questions along with my
answers. The latter are based on my own
research on bilingualism over the years,
knowledge of the field that I first entered

François Grosjean , the author of "Life
with two Languages" and "Bilingual: Life
and Reality"
in the early 1970s, being a bilingual parent,
and my own life as a bilingual. At the end
of each answer, I indicate the chapters in
my new book, Bilingual: Life and Reality
(Harvard University Press, spring 2010) in
which I offer additional information. Note
that my book has two parts: Bilingual
adults (chapters 1-13) and Bilingual
children (chapters 14-19).

How can one tell if children are getting
enough exposure to each language?
In the case of children acquiring two
languages simultaneously, it is important
that they receive input (exposure) from
each language on a daily or almost daily
basis when the parents are using a strategy
that involves both languages. If the
parents’ aim is simply to bring the child
into contact with another language, then
less input is necessary. But if they want
the child to use two languages on a daily
basis, then there must be a lot of input
from both languages.
As to the nature of the input, two points
are important. First, the input should come
from interaction with people (talking,
playing, or reading) and not just from
DVDs and television. Children will
develop a language if they feel they need
it and human interactants create that need.
Second, moments should be reserved
where the input comes from people who
do not know the other language, if at all
possible, so that the input is free of
elements of that other language in the
form of code-switches and borrowings.
Bringing in the other language is normal
in a bilingual environment but it is
important that bilingual children realize
that they will also find themselves in
monolingual situations at various times
where only one language can be used.
Finally, there is no good measure of
“enough exposure” but if the child is
starting to be clearly dominant in one
language and is tending not to understand
Continued on page two

When that happens, it is normal that
parents also readjust aspects of language
behavior in the family. If the aim is to
or speak the other, then changes will have continue to bring up a child as a bilingual,
two points need to be considered. First, the
to be brought to the relative importance
given to the two (or more) languages in his crucial factor of need for both languages
or her life (Chapters 4, 5, 14, 15, 16 & 17). must continue to be present. I am talking
here of a real, communicative, need for the
languages and not a need imposed by the
Which is the “best” method for helping parents. Children are very good at judging
children become bilingual (eg. one
whether it is worth maintaining a language
parent-one language, minority language or letting it wither away. If they know that
at home)?
both parents master one of the two
languages, then they will have a tendency
The strategy that I favor, and that I
to speak just that language and to let go of
recommend to parents who wish to bring
up their children with two languages, is to the other language. Children can go in and
use one language in the home, usually the out of languages very quickly depending
minority language, and the other language on the need they have, or no longer have,
for them. Parents should therefore think
outside the home (I call this the “home about ways of maintaining a need for each
outside the home” strategy). This does
language in their children.
mean that one of the parents has to speak
his or her second (or third) language to the The second point is that it is important, if
child so that everyone is using just one
the child is old enough, to talk to him or
language at home. In addition, the
her about changes in strategy. Children go
language will need to be reinforced by
through a period where the
people other than the parents (e.g. family
language-person bond is quite strong. If
members, friends, etc.) so as to give it a
the change in strategy requires that an
strong base. As for the outside language,
adult speak a different language, care will
usually the majority and hence the school
have to be taken during the transition
language, it will have no problem finding
phase, and the child’s reaction to the
its place. The strategy has a clear
change will have to be monitored and
advantage in that the weaker language (the reacted to. I would suggest that the strategy
home language) will receive much more
change not take place suddenly but over a
input than if only one parent uses it as in
short period of time; the precise length will
the one parent - one language strategy. In
depend on the child’s reaction to the
addition, things will be clear in the child’s change (Chapters 14, 15 & 17).
mind: at home, language X is spoken, and
What does research say, in layman’s
outside the home, it is language Y
terms, about the benefits of
(Chapter 17).
bilingualism/multilingualism over
Is it all right to change from one method monolingualism?
to another or one language to another in
There are many advantages to being
the home?
bilingual: to communicate with people of
The circumstances of life can change
different languages and cultures; to speak
language habits in a family, such as when to relatives with whom one would not
the family restructures itself or when it
communicate otherwise; to become literate
moves to another country or region where in more than one language; to facilitate the
a different majority language is used.
learning of other languages; to foster
open-mindedness and have different
perspectives on life; to increase job
opportunities; to help others whose
language and culture you know, etc. These
reasons are not based directly on research
as such – they are the opinions of
individuals, many of them bilingual – but
they make a lot of sense and they are heard
repeatedly.
What Parents Want to Know...
Continued from page one
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As for benefits that are proposed by
research, it is important that one be very
careful with older studies since they did
not always control for important factors.
More recent studies indicate that bilingual
children do better than monolingual
children in some domains (e.g. tasks that
require control of attention, also called
selective control); they do as well as
monolinguals in other domains (e.g. tasks

that require analysis of representation);
and they sometimes do less well than
monolinguals (e.g. in vocabulary tests
where only one language is taken at a time,
and the child is dominant in a language).
The latter result can be explained by
means of the Complementarity Principle
which states that bilinguals usually acquire
and use their languages for different
purposes, in different domains of life, with
different people. Different aspects of life
often require different languages.
Unfortunately, research rarely takes into
account this principle and hence bilingual
children are penalized when compared to
their monolingual counterparts (Chapters
3, 9 & 18).
Is it all right to raise a child in a
non-native language, even if parents
don’t speak the language absolutely
perfectly (but well enough) and they
don’t have a perfect native accent (but it
is good enough)?
The really important factor in children
acquiring two (or more) languages, and
then maintaining them, is the need they
have for those languages: to communicate
with parents and family members, to take
part in daycare or school activities, to
interact with people in their community,
etc. If parents can create the need for more
than one language, and other factors are
favorable, then children will become
bilingual.
Among the other factors, we find the
amount of language input and the type of
input, both mentioned in the question
above. Two points are important. First, not
knowing a language perfectly well and
having an accent in it is not a reason for
not speaking that language to a child. After
all, in families who adopt the “one
language in the home, the other outside the
home” strategy, there is often one parent
who is not a native speaker of the home
language. Note also that many families
who have changed linguistic regions or
countries, and have to help their children
who are schooled in another language,
often do not themselves have perfect
knowledge of the outside language.
The second point is that it is very
important for children to receive as much
exposure as possible to each language.
Thus, the parents who don’t know a
language well, but who are using it with
their child, will want to find ways of
increasing the child’s exposure to that
language. Sometimes this is easy (e.g. it is
the language of the community and/or the
school) but sometimes it is more difficult.
In my new book, I relate how a family
developed various stratagems to increase
their children’s natural exposure to their
weaker language (Chapters 14 & 17).

Are there specific golden rules that
every family should follow about raising
children in more than one language?
Every bilingual family is different from
the other and so it is difficult to establish
the same rules for everyone. I would
personally insist on a number of things.
First, one should encourage parents to
clearly understand the factors that help
children acquire a language in addition to
the first language. The need factor is
crucial; without it, a child may simply not
acquire a language. But other factors such
as the amount and type of input, the role of
the family, the role of the school and the
community, and attitudes towards the
language, the culture, and bilingualism are
also critical.
The second point is that children should
be put regularly in monolingual situations
if at all possible, that is situations where
only one of the two languages can be used
(I have already mentioned this point
above). In families bringing up bilingual
children, there are adults who are also
bilingual and who therefore call upon
bilingual communication phenomena such
as code-switching and borrowing. This is
quite natural and does not need to be
changed. But children must also be put in
situations where only one language can be
used so that they learn, little by little, how
to navigate between the monolingual mode
of communication and the bilingual mode.
The third point is that parents must
receive support from others in their
venture to make their children bilingual. In
turn, they must be very supportive of their
children’s language knowledge and use.
When the children are a bit older, parents
should talk to them about bilingualism as
well as biculturalism (if several cultures
are involved). I personally remember that
as an adolescent, I missed having parents
who could explain to me what I was going
through linguistically and culturally. I
would have liked to understand why I
didn’t know one language as well as the
other, why I was making interferences,
why I had difficulties translating, and so
on. There is now sufficient literature on
bilingualism to inform parents what it
means to live with two or more
languaguages.
Finally, the bilingualism of children
should be a source of joy, both for parents
and children, even if there are occasional
moments of difficulties (e.g. the first days
in a school that uses the child’s weaker
language; instances where the child is
teased or embarrassed, etc.). If there
comes a time where the moments of
hardship outweigh the moments of
happiness, then it is important that parents
Continued on page six

Notes from the OPOL
Family

OK, we can speak both languages,
Mummy speaks English, Papa speaks
French…’
She was clearly a little annoyed that
she had misread us initially, and
asked the kids which language they
prefer. Now that’s a difficult
question. Should they risk upsetting
Mummy or make Papa feel like they
don’t like his language? ‘Both, les
deux.’ they all diplomatically reply.

Which Language Do
You Prefer?
Suzanne
Barron-Hauwaert
International airports and train stations
are a comforting place for bilingual
families. A range of languages are used
and staff can, generally, be relied upon
to answer in our first languages. Signs
and announcements are bilingual and
we can fill in the time waiting
comparing whether they said exactly
the same thing twice, or if they
changed it along the way.
They are also full of mixed language
or bilingual families traveling from
country to county too, and it’s a fun
game to spot the language mixes.
Bilingual families are an interesting
challenge. Appearance or cultural
clues do not always apply to
mixed-languages families. You need
to listen in for a while to see who’s
speaking which language, both
parents and children. One language
might be unfamiliar or new.
I like to start a conversation, while
waiting in line, except one never
knows which language to speak to
them. Which parent is the bilingual
one, or do they both speak both
languages? Or which language do they
prefer? Airhostesses, stewards,
check-in staff and ticket collectors are
trained to use the right language, and
they are often sensitive to languages
and judge correctly. An airhostess once
told me they judge people’s language
by the newspaper or book they are
carrying as they board the plane. This
theory seemed worth testing out from
an OPOL family perspective.
On a Lufthansa flight from Paris to
Germany Jacques boarded first (with
a Le Monde newspaper in his hand, a
sure sign of being French) and the
stewardess greeted us all politely in
French. We all replied in French (it
would have been impolite not too).
Later on she heard the kids speaking
English together, so when she handed
out the free gifts and lunch packs she
apologized for speaking French. The
kids said their usual one-liner: ‘It’s

On the way back I board first, with The
Times newspaper tucked under my arm.
The airhostess greets us all in English,
and naturally we reply back in English.
When she comes round with lunch we
are talking between ourselves. Jacques
speaks French, me English, Marc is
practicing his German, Nina replies to
him in French and Gabriel shouts back
in English to her. So the poor airhostess
is not sure if we are all from the same
family or just playing tricks on her. She
goes for the international travel
language and simply waves and gestures
the options at us.
MIKA
Mika just released a new album. We
love him. He is one of the rare artists
that the whole family likes (and
accepts for long car journeys). As we
listen, Nina informs me that Mika is
not only the world’s best singer but
also bilingual! Apparently, he can
talk and sing in French and English.
This is proved by a promotional
interview on French television. Nina
watched in awe as he spoke perfect
French. He was charming, made jokes
and discussed in depth his thoughts on
music and life. One website dedicated
to 26-year-old Mika is translatable
into 36 languages.
His biography tells us that Mika was
born in Beirut, Lebanon, the son of
an American father and Lebanese
mother. Forced by war to leave
Beirut, the family moved to Paris
when Mika was a baby, and then to
London when Mika was nine years
old, where he attended the
prestigious Lycée Français Charles
de Gaulle French-language school
and the Royal College of Music. So
that’s how he became bilingual.
For any parents concerned about
persuading their music-loving
children to use both languages, Mika
has got to be a shining example.
We are an English/French family with
three more-or-less bilingual children
(Marc, 12, Nina, 10 & Gabriel, 6). We
live in France, and try to stick to the
one-parent-one-language approach. For
more anecdotes and previous ‘Notes from
the OPOL Family’ go to my blog:
http://opol-family.blogspot.com/

A Bicultural Teen’s Identity in Japan
Amanda Taura
talk a little English so we can see what it
sounds like, by the class teacher”, asked to
talk as experts about their other country
when they have grown up all their lives in
Japan, and don’t necessarily know a lot
about it, and have no one sit down next to
them on the train, simply because they
don’t look fully Japanese! Is it any wonder
that teenagers after having grown up with
this type of reaction in Japan, are
grappling with their identity and who they
actually are?

Amanda Taura is Australian, married to a
Japanese husband, with 2 grownup
bilingual/biliterate kids aged 22 and 18.
Harding-Esch and Riley (2003) in their
book The Bilingual Family, A Handbook
for Parents very wisely talk about the
decisions we make for our children when
choosing the bilingual way. First of all
they say that “the child’s happiness comes
first.” (p.87). However, if the child
chooses not to use one of those languages,
then losing half of your family language
heritage would make them feel even
worse. They say to communicate to your
children in both languages in a variety of
different ways, and also not to make such a
big thing of being bilingual, as over half of
the world’s population is actually
bilingual.

...but not many address the
teenage years, when identity
is being established, along
with all the other normal
teenage issues that are
coming into play...

Perhaps though, it is easier to make sense
of the figures above which describe half
the world’s population being bilingual,
from the viewpoint of someone living in
Europe with many languages and a large
pool of people speaking them. However,
my family and I live in Japan, where being
monolingual is the norm and people are
pointed out as being different on a daily
basis. Speaking two languages in addition
to looking “foreign” means that the child
sticks out like a sore thumb, is more likely
to be bullied, labeled, called upon to “just

Most books on bilingualism I have read
deal more with starting off in two
languages and the one-parent
one-language process, or how to
encourage two languages in the home and
outside, which are obviously of major
importance to those starting out, but not
many address the teenage years, when
identity is being established, along with all
the other normal teenage issues that are
coming into play such as boy/girlfriends,
friendship cliques, self-confidence, raging
hormones, future dreams, clothing,
smoking, drugs, alcohol, education, and
the list just goes on. These are not
necessarily directly related to biculturalism
or bilingualism. However the identity issue
(described by Kanno, 2003, as “our sense
of who we are and our relationship to the
world” p.3) always comes up in Japan,
because as a rule, most people here like to
label others. So children from a marriage
where one person is Japanese and the other
Australian as in our case, are called
various names – half, double, American.
Japanese in the street call them “half”
which used to have a negative image after
WWII, but now has tones of admiration
and means someone cute, or on TV or who
can speak English. “Double”is a term used
by parents who don’t want their children
to be labeled as “half-breeds” with all the
negative connotations of Harry Potter’s
mudbloods. Our children are just human
beings with a rich and varied cultural
tapestry and are lucky to have had the
experiences they have had.

She has extreme highs and the lowest of
low emotional waves being a teen, and
there are not many self-help books to
really help with her unique bicultural
position. Of course she always tells me
“Mum, how do you think you could
possibly understand me! You’re from a
completely different background to me!”
But after asking her some questions,
overall she seems to have a positive view,
and she is ready to take on the world,
confident in who she is despite the fact she
still thinks her Japanese is not as good as
other monolingual kids the same age,
which is something my son (22 ) also says
quite often.

Emilee in a summer kimono (yukata)
Sixteen of her eighteen years have been
spent growing up in Japan, and the
remaining 2 or so, were attending primary
school in Australia at age 4 and 12
respectively. Back in Japan, she went to
the local daycare, local elementary school
and then from age 12, moved to a unique
private junior & senior school where she
does her core subjects in Japanese, and
English literature at native speaker level,
along with music, PE and art in English.
She sees herself as having tried to blend in
but not successfully in elementary school,
and was even told to go back to America
by a student around the same age as her at
one stage.

On the other hand, the high school where
she went was the best school ever to help
define her identity. Students at this school
As parents who want their children to be
are Japanese who have studied overseas,
balanced bilinguals in the four skills, we
or international students from different
make many decisions for our children
along the way – which school to send them countries, as well as local students who
simply want a chance to experience an
to, when to visit Australia, how often,
international atmosphere, and everyone is
enrolling them in English camps, and
English drama classes, without necessarily comfortable with being different. So she
was free to express herself.
asking their permission. I just wanted to
find out if my 18-year-old daughter, who
She still feels more comfortable using the
is now on the verge of finishing high
Japanese language and laughs more in that
school in Japan, is happy with the way her language. She has come to feel that she
life has turned out.
doesn’t need to feel a total part of society,
and doesn’t want to blend in anymore.

She does get annoyed at being called
American simply because she speaks
English. Also, when she is talking
passionately about something she likes
about Japan, for example Kyoto where
we live, and someone says to her “you
know more about Kyoto than the normal
Japanese person” she feels like she has
come from outer space. She has grown
up in Kyoto, and therefore she knows
about the area well AND she is Japanese
but has to defend her position!

Bilingual Thoughts of a New Grandmother
Marjukka Grover
I have at last joined the club to which
many of my friends have belonged for a
long time – the club of grandmothers . At
the time of writing my first granddaughter,
Lilia, is only ten days old and I can’t wait
to see her and hold her in my arms. My
friends have seen their grandchildren
within days of when they were born but I

Her school now has lots of people with
various cultures and backgrounds, and
hearing many different points of view
changed her own opinions. Dance,
which she loves, is culture and
nationality free and she can be who she
wants to be when she performs. Without
her mother, she realizes she wouldn’t
have been able to speak English, and
being taken back to Australia on a yearly
basis helped her maintain a balance with
her identity. She loves the culture of
Japan and feels the old ways of thinking
are interesting, as well as enjoying
acting “Japanese” sometimes because it
is more mysterious than being
“Australian”.

Mummi, Lilia and Taidi get aquainted
while Mom looks on

As she hasn’t lived for a long time in
Australia, she feels that Japan is more
her country, even though people are
given more freedom in Australia to
decide for themselves and there are less
rules. So thank goodness – she seems to
have thought out a lot of positives and
negatives about both her countries, and
considers both when she is asking
herself about her own identity. We may
have had a lot of hiccups along the way,
but overall, she sounds “happy” and
positive about her double heritage! That
is all we can ask for as parents.

have to wait. I belong to that growing
number of international families for whom
it means that our grandchild does not live
next door, not even in the same town, nor
even in the same country – she lives in the
USA and we live in England. But I am
not qualified to complain; it was I who
started the international trend in the family
by moving to England 37 years ago. When
Sami left for the USA three years ago to
marry Jenni I know my mother would
have said with a laugh, “now you know
how I felt!”.
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need and drive to get Lilia to speak
Finnish than I had with our children –
after all, English is his stronger language.
But in my case Finnish IS my mother
tongue and the only language I felt 100%
comfortable speaking when our boys were
born. Secondly, my parents did not speak
any English and there is no way I could
have deprived them of a close relationship
with my sons, for which a common
language is needed.
So what will be the language with my
granddaughter who I realistically expect to
see 2-3 times a year (but hopefully for
several weeks at a time)? I must admit that
I still feel, after 37 years in England, that
Finnish is my emotional language. Will I
be able to speak Finnish to Lilia or will I
have to speak English to her?

I am very grateful for modern technology
though. We saw Lilia for the first time in a
video link when she was only a day old.
When our children were born 30 years
earlier my parents had to wait for weeks to
get photos of our first born and it took
four months before they saw him. I am
lucky – we are off to the USA in two
weeks time – and now, since we are
retired, we can go more often and spend a
bit longer there than when we were still
working.
In the last issue, Sami, Lilia’s father,
pondered about his daughter’s possible
bilingual upbringing. Brought up with two
languages from birth, bilingualism to him
is a most natural phenomenon but he is
also aware that it does not happen without
an effort from the parents. He realises that
we worked quite hard to ensure that our
sons heard and had chance to speak
Finnish in England. Being a realist, Sami
also knows that he has not got the same

I too am a realist. I admit that I can’t
bring up my granddaughter bilingually
however much I might want to do that.
When she is a baby I can talk to her in
Finnish, sing songs, and recite poems to
her so that when she hears the language
it will not be totally strange to her. Later
on I can read Finnish children’s books
to her and, even if I have to explain

... our grandchild does not
live next door, not even in
the same town, nor even in
the same country - she lives
in the USA and we live in
England.

them in English, I can make it a game of
teaching some Finnish words and
phrases. I have already bought a CD of
Finnish children’s songs which she can
listen to with her father. I hope the
family will visit Finland in a few years
time so that she will meet the Finnish
side of the family and learn to know her
father’s other home country. I can also
support Sami and Jenni in their wish to
get Lilia familiar with sounds of
different languages, and learn about the
ways other people live, so that she will
become an open minded person who
does not think that her country, her
language and her culture are superior to
those of other countries. If we are able

Continued on page eight
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take some action such as readjusting the
importance, and the role, of the child’s
languages (Chapters 14, 16 & 17).

language and how moments of
monolingual interaction can be set up. If
parents realize that the exposure to a third
language won’t be sufficient, and a real
need for the language cannot be induced,
then they may want to postpone bringing it
in (Chapter 14).

Is it worth it for a spouse to speak
his/her language even if they are only
with the child a little bit of the time?

What will happen to the children’s
bilingualism when they start going to
school in the community language?

Continued from page three

Throughout my career and in all my
writings, I have defended the acquisition
and use of several languages. If the
exposure to one language is not as great as
to the other, then the child will probably
not know the language very well, but at
least he or she will have had some
exposure to it. In addition, it is important
for the spouse who sees the child less to
know that the latter is being exposed to his
or her language. Of course, expectations
should not be very high if the language
input is not sufficiently important.
However, life reserves many changes and
the weaker language may suddenly take on
a more important role, so I would not
exclude it from the child’s life.

If one of the children’s languages is
already the community/school language
then it will be given an incredible burst
when they start attending school. Several
reasons explain this: it will be used much
more than before and its domains of use
will expand; it will be used by peers and
the teachers (new and important people in
the children’s lives); and it will be the
language in which the first steps in literacy
are undertaken. Within only a few months,
it may well become the children’s
dominant language which they will use
increasingly and bring home with them
(with their homework, friends, etc.). They
may even try to use it exclusively with
their parents so as not to be different from
other children. It is well known that
How should one deal with more than
two languages in the family and how can between ages six and the early teens, many
children will give the school or majority
one add an additional language to an
language their priority to the detriment of
already bilingual household?
the weaker, home language. Some may
Many families live with more than two
even refuse to speak the latter to their
languages as when each parent speaks his
parents and other family members. Hence,
or her language and another caretaker (or
parents will want to develop various
teacher in school) uses a third one. Two
stratagems to reinforce the weaker
points need to be underlined. First, the
language. If they can find ways of “holding
need factor (and other contributing factors) on” until the teenage years, there is every
have to be present for the child to pick up
chance that the weaker language will find
two or more languages. Second, some
its niche and the bilingualism of their
thought should be given to the kind of
children will be stabilized, even if they
exposure the child will receive from each
become dominant in the majority language
(Chapters 3, 14 & 17).
What should be done when children
have been diagnosed with a speech
impediment and they are told that their
bilingualism / multilingualism is the
cause? Is it all right to go against what
the speech therapist / school therapist
may say and still speak a native
language at home?

Four year old bilingual Nicolas was
naughty while on holiday in Finland and
staying in his grandparents’ cottage. Vaari
(the Finnish speaking grandfather) told
Nicolas that if he didn’t behave, he’d tell
on him to his (French) father who was
arriving in Finland the following day.
“Puhutho sinä sitten ranskaa?” ( I didn’t
know that you speak French) was
Nicolas’s answer.
Päivi Roybin, Amsterdam, Holland

Bilingualism researcher and speech
therapist, Susanne Döpke, states clearly
that bilingualism is not the cause of
language delay and language disorders.
She insists that discontinuing the home
language is not going to improve the
bilingual child’s abilities in the majority
(school) language; on the contrary, it may
have other prejudicial consequences. It is a
widespread and erroneous idea, still
conveyed by some professionals, that
things will improve if parents revert to just
one language. In fact, no change should
take place in the language ecology of the
family since retracting a language will not

improve the disorder. We also know that in
children with specific language impairment
(SLI), the deficit pattern in monolingual
and bilingual children is the same.
Since there is no empirical support for
what some professionals propose, that is to
stop speaking one of the languages
(usually the home language), parents who
are bringing up their child bilingual should
continue to do so. This said, it is crucial
that they adopt a well-established family
strategy, that they be aware of the factors
that will enhance bilingualism, and that
they receive a lot of support from their
family, friends as well as the professionals
involved with their children, such as
educators and language pathologists
(Chapters 14, 17 & 18).
What about cultural issues such as
bilingual children assimilating into the
community while also retaining their
connection to the parents’ cultures?
If bilingual children are in contact with
two or more cultures (for example, one in
the home and the other in the larger
community), then parents will want to be
mindful of what it means to be bicultural
and the process of identifying with one’s
cultures. Since becoming bicultural is at
times more difficult than becoming
bilingual, parents will want to spend time
with children, and especially adolescents,
helping them come to terms with their
biculturalism. Some young people choose
to belong to just one culture, either culture
A or culture B, but by so doing they are
turning away from one of their two
cultures; in the long run they may well
become dissatisfied with their decision.
Others may reject both cultures. This is not
a satisfactory solution either as they will
often feel marginal or ambivalent. The
optimal solution is to identify with both
cultures, A and B, sometimes to varying
degrees, and hence to accept fully one’s
biculturalism. This identity decision may
take some time to reach and it is critical
that the young person be accompanied
along the way by his or her parents, family
members and friends. As I state in my
book, biculturals who are allowed to be
who they are, and who accept their dual
heritage, are invaluable members of
society who bridge the gap between the
cultures they belong to (Chapter 10).
*Corey Heller is the Editor-in-Chief of
Multilingual Living Magazine. Through her
work, she has first hand knowledge of the needs
of parents and I am very grateful to her for
these questions.
François Grosjean works in University of
Neuchâtel, Switzerland. His new book
Bilingual: Life and Reality, is being published
by Harvard University Press in March 2010.
Interested readers can contact the author by
www.francoisgrosjean.ch

SUCCESFUL
INTERNATIONAL ADOPTION –
An Interview with Kateriina Nurmi
by Marjukka Grover

When I hear Russian spoken it feels very warm
and it brings back my childhood memories. It
feels comfortable and nice to hear my mother
tongue spoken. The Russian language feels to
me to be both at the same time; distant and
familiar.
Do you notice differences between you and
those of your friends who are not bilingual
or have never lived anywhere else than in
Seinäjoki?
Yes I do – I think slightly differently than my
Finnish speaking friends. Finns in my opinion
don’t explain things the way I do – I use lots of
adjectives when I explain something. I am also
not afraid to be very direct and tackle any
subject. When I came to Finland I asked about
everything very directly , for example I would
ask an old person “When are you going to die?”
That was really Russian directness!

Kateriina in Travemunde in August 2009
I interviewed my lovely god-daughter,
Kateriina for the BFN (Vol.17:2, 2000) when
she was at the age of 10 years old and had been
in Finland for three years. She told me how
exciting it was to move to Finland from Russia
and how she felt that everyone spoke so quickly
that she would never understand what they
were saying. Now she has been in Finland for
13 years and has just finished the higher school
certificate “ylioppilaskirjoitukset” doing
maths, religious studies Finnish language,
Russian, English and Swedish. At the age of 10
she told me that she saw languages in colour.
Do you still see languages in colours?
No I don’t although when I was small I used to
think of languages and people’s names in
different colours. For example English was
orange, my mum was dark pink and my father
and brother were yellow.
You have passed the higher school
certificate in Finnish and Russian but also in
English and Swedish. Do you find it easy to
learn languages and are you interested in
them?
Yes, quite easy and languages do interest me. I
like listening to different languages and I try to
repeat words in them. When we were in Greece
I learnt words from the dictionary and tried to
use them when shopping. Last Christmas I was
on holiday in India with my parents and asked
some Indian boys I met there to teach me Hindi.
I often notice the loanwords in different
languages and try to identify from which
language they have been borrowed.
You have learned Russian in school. How do
you feel speaking it now?
When I was small and just arrived to Finland it
was very natural and easy to speak Russian for
example with my piano teacher, who is
Russian. Now, as an adult, speaking it is not as
natural as when I was a child but the
importance of that language to me has grown.
Russian language is not the same way a foreign
language to me as for example English is. It
feels much more personal to speak Russian than
English and I speak it better. Pronunciation is
easy for me but my vocabulary is limited.

I have been fortunate in that I have had a
chance to travel a lot with my parents and
therefore I am open to new experiences.
Different cultures and diversity generally
interest me.
Have you ever had difficulties because you
lived the first years of your life in a
children’s home in Russia and moved to
Finland and into a Finnish family when you
were already seven years old?
Understanding what a family is was quite
difficult at first since I had no experience as to
what role each member of the family played;
what was the mother’s role, what was the
father’s role and what my role in the family
was. At the beginning I also missed the
discipline I had got used to in the children’s
home. But soon I started ballet and that brought
the discipline I missed. I also liked school
because there too was order and discipline.
Even now I like the idea of joining the army as
there you do have discipline. At home I had
more freedom and that was at first strange to
me. I think if you are brought up with order and
discipline when you are a child it brings safe
feeling to your life. At the children’s home,
even when we were very small, we had to make
our own beds, do morning exercises before
breakfast and the day was very well structured.
Since it was part of the routine it made us feel
safe. My Russian piano teacher was quite
disciplinary and demanding, and that too made
me feel comfortable.
Now I think that my childhood experience has
made my life rich – I have had two totally
opposite types of experience. At the children’s
home in Russia we children had nothing of our
own; everything had to be shared with others.
When I came to Finland, to my family, I got
lots of beautiful clothes and toys, which were
mine alone, and as the youngest of the family I
got lots of attention.
Although Russia – then the Soviet Union – was
the enemy of Finland in the Second World War
I was never teased about it. I have never hidden
the fact that I come from Russia but nor have I
advertised it too much either. Occasionally in
history lessons, when the subject was the war,
my classmates would ask me which side I was
on but I would answer “neither”.

How do you see your nationality?
A good question. When I think about it I don’t
see myself as completely Finnish but neither do
I see myself as completely Russian either.
Maybe the best way of describing my
nationality is to say that I am Finnish but my
childhood roots are in Russia. Russianness is
part of me, of which I am proud.
You have just got your higher school leaving
certificate. What are your plans for the
future?
Just now I live a day at the time. I have plans
but not yet a clear vision as to what I will be
doing in the future. There are so many
possibilities. I am interested in psychology but
art also interests me. I would like an occupation
in which I could work with people - I like
people. Helping people in difficult situations
interest me as I do think that I have something
to give. I don’t even know in which country I
would like to live; it could be Finland or Russia
but equally it could be India or England. Since
I have already adapted once to a new country
and culture I think I could do it again. It would
have to happen slowly and peacefully though –
I don’t like sudden changes.
What advice would you give to parents
planning to adopt from abroad?
Adapting to a new environment and learning to
know new people is usually difficult for
children. She/he needs a lot of time,
understanding and encouragement. Parents
should highlight the fact that everyone should
be proud of their roots. My own parents
encouraged me to keep up the Russian
language by organising me a piano teacher who
was Russian and they made me learn Russian
in school. They also spoke about Russia in a
very positive way and we have visited Russia
several times.
I do have a good friend who was adopted to
Finland from the same children’s home and at
the same time as I was. To her, Russia and the
Russian language bring up negative memories
and she does not want to remember her
childhood there. I think everyone’s reactions
are individual. To me Russia and the language
brings up warm and safe memories and I am
happy to think about my childhood there, but
for many people the memories are too painful.
That’s why, in my opinion, parents have to be
sensitive as to how the child feels. There is no
point in pushing the old home country – but
don’t take it away either. They should keep
eye on how the child’s identity is developing
and if he/she is interested in the old home
country and wants to know more, parents
should help the child to learn more about the
language and the culture of that country.
I feel that the parents should be positive and
open about the child’s background. When
he/she is a teenager or an adult the child might
want to know more about his or her biological
parents. If the child brings the matter up there
is no need to be frightened. The best thing is to
discuss it openly with the child. The child
might later on want to get in touch with his/her
biological parents. Also for health reason(s) it
is good to know the child’s biological
background. It is therefore good if the parents’
have as much information as possible about the
child’s biological parents.
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Bilingual Thoughts of a New Grandmother
Continued from page five
to introduce Finnish in a fun and playful way, maybe later on
she herself will want to learn more.
I am also wondering what Lilia is going to call us. I don’t want
to be a grandma or granny since those words have no emotional
connotation to me. My husband too does not want to be called
grandfather or grandpa as his grandparents were from Wales.
He called his grandfather “Taidi”, a word which has warm
memories for him. “Mummo”, “mummu”, “mummi” are the
most common names for grandmother in Finland although the
name comes from Swedish word “mormor” (mother’s mother).
My father called his paternal grandmother “fammu” which
came again from Swedish “farmor” . I quite liked the idea of
being called “fammu” as I am the father’s mother. However, in
my family grandmother has always been “mummi “so most
likely that is the word by which Lilia will know me. So we are
Mummi and Taidi instead of grandma and grandpa. I think that
itself starts Lilia on the right course for language awareness.
Seeing Lilia, the beautiful little baby, it is impossible to think
that next year she will be walking and soon after that talking.
Then she is off to play school, school and in no time she is a
teenager and an adult. No matter which language we use with
her I just hope we will be supporting grandparents who give
her lots of love and time and that later on she will always
remember her Mummi and Taidi with fond affection.
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